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Livingston College

Changing Places, Changing Faces
From the moment we enter

college, the change that takes place

in our lives is immediately evident.

This change has to do with our new
surroundings, our independence,

and our realization of how different

we are from each other. However,

in the midst of cultural variety and

contrasts, there is similarity. We are

all unique and special in our own
ways. We have set our own goals, yet

we help each other achieve them. We
can learn from each other, and as a

result, learn more about ourselves.

From this, a strong community
is built through diversity and

leadership here at Livingston

College. This community helps

prepare us for an ever changing

world in which an open minded way
of thinking and acting can benefit

our lives.

Livingston College, named after

the first governor of New Jersey,

was established in 1969 when social

and cultural change in the United

States was at its peak. From that

point on, Livingston has provided

a venue for making new friends

from every walk of life. From our

dorm rooms and social groups to

events and the invaluable classroom

experience, students gain the ability

to seebeyond appearance. Livingston

College graduates leave with a special

wealth of knowledge, compassion

and understanding of life's deeper

meanings. The college is a microcosm

of the world itself. It's place where

change and potential are a driving

dynamic, setting the college apart as

an extraordinary part of Rutgers, the

State University ofNew Jersey. That

fact will never change.



Above: During Orientation Week,

students had the chance to participate in

Casino Night.

Left: Some of the cast from the "Little

Shop of Horrors" production, put on by

the Livingston Theatre Company, give a

smile after the show.

Below: Students take full advantage of

the game room in the Livingston Student

Center.



C Experience...

It can truly be said that as a Livingston

Student, you get more than expected

throughout your four years of residence.

With an ecological preserve literally across

the street, this peaceful environment holds

a variety ofwoodland creatures, making the

college seem a world apart from downtown
New Brunswick or College Avenue campus.

However, it most certainly is not boring.

Cultural events, concerts and movies

frequently take place at the Student

Center, and students often participate in

recreational activities at the Recreation

Center. Fresh air, beautiful scenery and

friendly faces make the campus inviting,

not only to incoming freshmen, but also

to undergraduates on the other campuses.

Whether you are joining your Dean for

lunch at Tillett Hall, getting to one of LPB's

events, or simply going to a basketball game
at the Athletic Center, it is all part of the

total "Livingston Experience."
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Left: Students often take a few

minutes to relax outside of the

Livingston Student Center on campus.

The RAC, residing on the

Livingston College campus,

provides a home for numerous
athletic teams at

Rutgers University.

An Enduring Image...
Livingston College is committed to

offering educational programs which bring

together students, faculty and staff in a

diverse and vital learning community.

Shaped by course requirements

and co-curricular activities that foster

critical thinking and social responsibility,

Livingston asks students to examine

contemporary issues, cultural attitudes

and their own roles in society. Encouraging

excellence, it also prepares students for

postgraduate studies and for positions of

leadership in local, national and global

communities in order to meet the challenges

of the 2 ist century.

With its enduring image of building

community and leadership through

diversity, understanding, team work, and

discipline, Livingston College proves to be

the place to turn inexperienced teenagers

into sophisticated and diligent young men
and women.



The Busch Campus Center is a

common place for gathering for

different services, food, novelties,

and of course, busses.

Busch Campus
Getting to the Busch Campus from

Livingston used to feel like an eternity,

considering all the construction on busy

Metlars Lane. Now that the construction

is done, our nearest neighbor is just a

three minute bus ride. Busch, a unique

structural location with vast land area,

is one of the largest campuses within

Rutgers University. It is home to a

majority of Rutgers dorms and suites,

including Livingston's apartments, and

the infamous Rutgers stadium. It is also

the center of Rutgers University's public

research, physical science and engineering

programs, and such schools as the UMDNJ-
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School.

Amongst many of its great possessions,

Busch Campus includes a superb dining hall

with spacious, cozy, and convenient dining

areas and a Student Center that includes a

variety of restaurants, such as Wendy's and

Szechwan Express to grab a quick meal.





Cook College
Cook Campus is blessed with

great beauty, through the healthy green

grassland and lush vegetation that frame

the large, geese inhabited pond commonly
referred to as "Passion Puddle." Not only

is Cook a beautiful campus, but it also

possesses the great landmarks of Heylar

Woods, The Rutgers Display Gardens,

and the college research farm. Also, Cook
Campus has recently added new facilities,

such as the Walter E. Foran Hall. Other

locations include the Biotechnology Center

for Agriculture and the Environment, the

Department of Plant Biology and Pathology,

a science library, the Institute of Marine and
Coastal Sciences, the Food Science Building,

the Environmental and Natural Resource

Sciences Building, the Cook Campus Center,

and the Cook/Douglass Recreation Center.



No matter what's

happening at Rutgers

University, you can be

sure the women leaders

of Douglass College are

standing up for what

they believe in.

Douglass College
Established in 1 9 1 8 as the New

Jersey College for Women, Douglass has

grown into the largest college for women
in the United States, devoted to providing

a superior education and exploring issues

that confront women. Douglass has been

at the forefront of education for women as

tomorrow's leaders in all areas, including

the worlds of research, education, business,

public policy, communication, and commu-
nity service. Like Livingston, Douglass has

a unique spirit which reflects the country

as a whole. Its diversity and goal oriented

liberal arts and science programs make it a

fantastic place to learn and live.

This year, with the possibility of a

merger between the Liberal Arts Colleges

of Rutgers, Douglass launched the "Save

Douglass" campaign. Like Livingston,

Douglass set up task forces to ensure that

the college remains a college with its own
mission, and not just a campus.
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Despite all the hustle and bustle

found at Rutgers College, you can

step off of College Avenue onto a

scene of relaxation and tranquility.

Rutgers College
The College Avenue Campus is a

wonderful place to meet people and indulge in

many different aspects of education. With its

four story student center, the classy Zimmerli

Art Museum, award winning "Grease Trucks",

and massive Alexander Library, CAC is the

busiest and most city-like of all the campuses.

Rutgers College is at the heart of New
Brunswick, or "Hub City," with the New

Brunswick train station nearby. Travel

and adventure are always a possibility on

College Avenue. Originally Queens College,

founded in 1 7 6 6 , itbecame Rutgers in honor

of Colonel Henry Rutgers. It would go on

to become one of the most well known and

respected universities in the United States

of America.

Right: The Rutgers

Student Center is perfect

for the numerous events

hosted by Rutgers College

organizations and a great

place to get lunch from

a variety of cultural food

places.
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New Brunswick
For the average student, New

Brunswick plays a major role in his or her

life. This interesting city in New Jersey is

home to an array of bars, shops, political

activity, and cultural events. In addition,

it features some of the most interesting

places to eat dinner and see a show. Its

beautiful theater district, in addition to

its restaurants, attract not only Rutgers

students, but people from all over.

The cultural activity throughout New
Brunswick appeals to every individual.

From the indigenous cuisine of any

nationality to the scenery of any typical

American city, New Brunswick has too

much to offer the Rutgers University

student. In addition to the normal city life,

downtown New Brunswick becomes the

place to party once Thursday night rolls

around!

3\Qw ^Brunswick

Where people

make the difference

When it comes to New
Brunswick, it's best to

avoid the rush hour

traffic and the constant

construction or you'll

be late for class!
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There's more to

residence life than

what meets the eye;

a cold morning when
you are the only one

in sight...



Rutgers University has countless

housing developments with many benefits.

For many students, living on campus is far

more convenient that driving home everday.

Living independently in the Quads or Towers

helps students develop a better sense of self

through college experiences. We may have

to clean our own clothes and, at times, make

our own food, but Residence Life allows

students to meet more people, become

involved in associations and activities, and

create a family with the people with whom

they will spend their next four years.

...the necessity of

covering your walls

with something that

appeals to you, and

hanging out with

your friends, no

matter the hour of

the day.



Right: In between the

heavy lifting, students

can't help but smile that

the semester is here.

Move-In Day
Move-in day is usually a hectic time,

but it can also be an enjoyable experience,

especially for incoming freshmen and

transfers. The thrill of the unexpected, the

excitement of meeting and making new
friends, and new found independence is all

part of moving in. Hugging your mom and

dad goodbye and waving hello to Welcome
Week means the beginning of the semester is

here and the fun is about to begin.

For upperclassman, move-in day is

routine: a day to chuck all your belongings

into your room at Quad I and find your buddy
from last yearwho got placed in North Tower.

It's a day to hook up the television, relax,

catch up on that amazing summer you just

had and comment on your crazy schedule

with the necessary 8:10 morning class on

College Ave.

As Move-In Day quickly ends and you

wake up the following day to unpack your

belongings, you remember why you never

forget move-in day: the numerous personal

belongings you didnt want to forget , but

forgot anyway.

Right: Many students bring a

little bit of home with them to

college, from a special pillow to

their prized cactus.
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Residence Life Staff \

The Residence Life Staff, also

known as the Resident Advisors and

Resident Mentors, are composed of

upper classmen (mainly sophomores,

juniors and seniors). These individuals

are dedicated to helping freshmen

students adjust to college life by

playing a role similar to that of an

older sibling or peer advocate. They

listen to problems, give advice and

plan group and floor activities for their

residents in order to create a unified

community.
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The Quafls
The Quads always seem to be the place to be at Livingston

College. These close-knit housing facilities are ideal for hanging

out in your room with a few friends or getting a snow ball fight

going in the center of the Quad.

Livingston students are not the only people who get to

experience the unique housing of the Quads on Livingston

Campus; University College students and some lucky Rutgers

College students also get to stay in The Quads.
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The Towers
Rutgers University has many unique housing facilities

available to students, but the Towers at Livingston College

are amongst the best. Located within lush, green vegetation,

the Towers are co-ed housing facilities available to all

Livingston College students, with specialized freshmen

floors for incoming students. The Towers have a reputation

for lively social environments, which make them an ideal

and popular residence for first year students. Students

usually end the school year with far more than a handful of

friends after living in the Towers.

Right: Hanging out

in the Towers is such

a blast!
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Hanging Out

After a week that feels like an eternity, students never

give hanging out on the weekends a second thought. If stu-

dents are lucky, during the week they might get a chance to

sit back and have a good time too. Knowing full well of the

hectic week following their days off, students take advan-

tage ofthe opportunity to restand have fun, hopefully with-

out the worry of work. Although studying always comes first

(well most of the time), meeting new types of people and

socializing are essential to a productive college education.

If it were not for the warm hearted students to fall back on

after a hectic week, Livingston College students would be

left simply with the rush of waking up early, going to class

in pajamas, eating at all-you-can-eat dining halls, and trying

to catch a bus on time.

At any time during the day, stu-

dents can be found outside their

dorm rooms, enjoying the fresh

air, and socializing with others.
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Above: Welcome Week offered

every first year student a chance to

hang out with their Resident Advi-

sor and have a fun time!

Left: Getting a chance to chat with

your Deans is something for which

Livingston is known. Many students

take full advantage of the chance.
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Academic work at

Livingston College

may sometimes

be accompanied

by a few friends

and various

distractions...
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During the past four years, we have

learned that academics are a serious

matter. Success in this area is a critical

part of a student's career at Livingston.

Whether you waited till the last minute

to write your papers, study for exams

and attend class, or if you prepared and

planed ahead of time, odds are you kept

pushing to do your absolute best.

At the beginning of each semester,

students rush to get all of their necessary

books, find their way around campus,

and get used to their professors. Things

do not always turn out as expected, so

it is up to the student to roll with the

punches, develop positive study habits,

and make sure none of their extracur-

ricular activities surpasses academia on

their priority list.

...it is up to the

student to put aside

iPods, Facebook, and

videogames to make
room for classes that

always come first.
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r Classes
Interested in marine biology, gender studies, orjournalism? How about

molecular biology, medieval studies, or Livingston's very own community
and, leadership? These are just a few ofthe hundreds ofprograms in virtually

every area imaginable. Registering for classes is a bitter-sweet experience,

but it is an essential part of a top-ranked institution such as Rutgers. Seniors

get the first pick of classes they would like, signing onto the Rutgers network,

followed by Juniors and Sophomores. Freshmen get to their computers

around 10 p.m. and click on the remains. If you are lucky, you will happily

get your registration done within ten minutes. However, there are those who
aren't so lucky, such as first year Patience Ekpo, who couldn't sign on until

midnight, "when all ofthe decent times and classes were gone." Nevertheless,

the stress and rush of registering classes decreases with age.
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Class
It's too bad finding classes isn't as easy as we all wish it could be. Numerous
hours checking your list of requirements for Livingston College, a few more

hours focusing on the requirements you need for your major and then

considering a class for your optional minor. How about ten copies of the

class scheduling grid to make sure that on each schedule you have enough

time to get from your class on Livingston to your two classes in a row on

the Douglass and Cook campuses?

No matter how bad it seems, eventually you come up with a schedule

that should fit your needs. If not, keep trying until the semester begins!
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Classes
Classes, and all of the stress they bring, are essentially

the most important aspect of daily life at Rutgers. Between
work, socializing and studying, students select classes that are

oriented toward their area of interest. The beginning of the

semester certainly is quite a rush as students try to find their

classes and hope their books are not too expenssive. Hopeful-

ly professors won't be too demanding as well. Effective study

habits and a positive attitude are a must during exam time.

1
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Buying Books
At the start of each semester, students flock to their respective bookstores

to purchase the essentials for class. With hard working employees helping their

peers, students are able to find their books and accessories in no time. Students

can beat the rush for books at the start of each semester by looking up what

materials they need for each class ahead of time on the bookstore website. That

way, they do not have to wonder how much a textbook will cost. It also betters

their chances of finding used books that are in mint condition.

Regardless of the price, or how often students open them up, the books

students purchase are invaluable in providing the best help to be successful in

each course, no matter how long we have to wait on line.



Purchases
Each September and January, it is essential to go out to one of the

many bookstores at Rutgers University and purchase a new stack of

textbooks. Whatever kind of book you're looking for, they've got you

covered, cover-to-cover.
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Research
If I had a lot ofmoney and all my debts were paid

Fd put a gang ofmen to work with brash and saw and spade,

Fdbuy that place and fix it up the way it used to be

And Fd find some peoplewho wanted a home aud give it to them free,

-Joyce Kilmer
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joyce Kilmer Library
The Joyce Kilmer Library, named after the famous American

poet, offers invaluable services and information unlike any other facility

on Livingston Campus. Navigating through hundreds of bookshelves,

computers, and media can be confusing at first, but with the help and

assistance of the Joyce Kilmer staff, it becomes second nature. It is

arguably one of the best places to improve one's academic performance

at Rutgers University, and to the advantage of Livingston Students, it

is conveniently located close to the LSC and Ernest B. Lynton Towers.

Throughout your years at Livingston, grades continue to be of great

importance, and the Library continues to be the ideal place to review,

relax, and study.



Computer Lab
The Livingston Computer Center is a highly respected and useful

laboratory. It provides students with the proper network to easily access

University resources. This includes grades, class schedules, and an endless

list of information about the University. Most importantly, it helps students

out of any jam they may find themselves in, like last minute homework or

quickly printing out a report before class. The lab staff is always helpful when
it comes to network configuration and related problems. When asked how
his four years working for the staff has been, Howie Hughes replied, "It's

like a home away from home...except you can't eat or drink in there, and you

can't get in on Friday and Saturday nights." However, for all the other days

of the week, 24 hours of non-stop help is available with fast and easy access.

The lab is one Livingston utility that is truly deserving of its acclaim, and will

never be underrated.

1
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Quick Help
With the convenience of the computer lab anyone can find

information at the click of a button.

Whether you need help with printing a project, finding a good

search engine to get information for a project, or you just have a

technical computer question, the computer lab staff can help you out

with any of your needs.
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Time to Cram
Cramming is the last thing the Learning Center wants to see a

student doing - that is why they are available from the first day of the

semester up until the very last day of finals. If you need tips on how to

study or you have just one question in math that you have spent the

past two weeks trying to answer, the Learning Center is always open to

students in need.

42



learning Centev
We have all had problems with our classes, from time to time. It happens

to the best of us. What we think is the perfect paper at times may not be what

the professor is looking for. The test we tried so hard to pass had questions

we never even considered. Suddenly, the best class is now the worst. To help

students overcome this possibility, the Livingston Learning Center is the

answer when the question, "What do I do?", pops into our heads.

One thing is for sure, no matterwhat subjectyou need help in, the Learning

Center is available to every student, free of cost, to help them understand what

they need to know. The Learning Center also offers help with how to study for

exams and ways to prioritize and be on task.



Some organizations

would not function

the same without

the support they

receive from outside

sources like alumni

and fans.
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Livingston College is home to some of

the most popular and well-respected

organizations throughout the University.

They enhance student life, providing relief

from academics with concerts, benefits,

poetry slams, plays, movies, dances, and fun

lectures. The Livingston community is bound

unlike that of any other campus. One can

practice ideals and take on responsibilities

by becoming dedicated members of such

groups as LOCO, RLC, H4H, LCGA, LPB,

and LTC. Each organization is led by diligent

undergraduate volunteers who have a desire

to keep the college permanently unique.

The activities fair

provides numerous
opportunities for

students to become
familiar with different

organizations at

Livingston College

and throughout the

Rutgers University

community.
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LivingstonCollege
The main objective of the Livingston College Governing Association is

to represent the views and concerns of the campus student body with open
communication. Their effective body of representatives is proud to fulfill this

obligation to the students of Livingston College. "Strengthening Community
Through Leadership" is the LCGA motto, and its members give back a great deal

to the college community. LCGA is dedicated to serving the students of Livingston

College and all others who seek their assistance.

Under the long list of things LCGA does, aside from funding more than 20
Livingston and University wide organizations, are numerous other items. They lobby

Trenton for the restoration of the budget for higher education, they act as a liaison

between the Livingston College student body and the Livingston College and Rutgers

University administrations, they maintain open communication with University,

state, and community officials, they facilitate open lines of communication between

all student organizations on campus, and they promote the civic engagement and

leadership within the college community through voter registration drives and

educational forums.
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GoverningAssociation

Left: The LCGA was one ofmany organizations

at Livingston College represented at the annual

activites fair.

Below: Jacqui Whitfield



Livingston
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Program Board
The Livingston Program Board (LPB), headed

by senior Samantha Davis this year, is an organiza-

tion dedicated to providing entertainment for the

Livingston Campus. Although the club had a slow

start in the beginning, the organization's identity, as

well as its membership, has grown and LPB is "mak-

ing things happen." When there is an LPB event, ev-

eryone wants to attend. LPB hosts a variety of events,

and this year's offerings included a fun Belly Danc-

ing Workshop, the very successful "Ladies Night" (in

which the ladies of Rutgers University were pam-
pered), "The Life ofA Dope Dealer" guest speaker,

a comedy night, a laser tag trip, a 90's party, movie

screenings and much more.

i

Above: The RU Pagaent provided a great chance for Rutgers

students to show off their talents and have a good time.

The LPB Executive Board thanked their members for a

successful first semester.

Left: LPB President Samantha Davis and Vice President

Alyssa Roberts pose for a shot together on Valentine's Day.



Featured LPB Events..

mo Room

HULA C MOc

i

i

EA Sports

Competition!

Above: EA Sports Representative listens to a

question before the official event began.

Right: After a long night of video games, the winner

was finally presented his prizes.

Below: The gameroom was covered in EA Sports

logos.
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Ladies Night!



RU Outdoors Club
The Rutgers Outdoors Club is all about trips to enjoy the outdoors. Major officers

include Jeff Moon, Melissa Hobor, Noor Ibrahim, Hillary Stribula, Alison Beeghly, Dave
Pearson and Andy Fiedler. Various trips were made between both the Fall and Spring semes-

ters, each one filled with excitement and surprise. There was a camping trip to Jim Thorpe,

PA, a Disc Golf camping expedition through Delaware and a trip to Assateague Island during

reading days for some relaxation, studying, and sunburn on the beach. They even went on an

urban hike on April 1 st through Brooklyn. Stokes State Forest proved to be another adventure

as well. The RUOC's home is a section in the old Camp Kilmer warehouses on Livingston

campus. Known as "The Shed", you can find a ping-pong table, a rock climbing wall, and an

EMS store worth ofgear. Always busy with planning trips and activities, the Rutgers Universi-

ty Outdoors Club is a perfect example of what it means to be an active student organization.
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Livingston's Own



Concert Organization

Livingston's Own Concert Organization (LOCO) is a student run organization on the

Livingston Campus of Rutgers University. LOCO conducts and oversees every aspect of

the musical events that they put on. In addition to putting on concerts, LOCO has started a

musical-zine called "Access to the

Underground." In the past LOCO
has hosted the big name groups

Sum4i, Rusted Root, Ghostface

Killah, The Beastie Boys, They

Might Be Giants, Less Than Jake,

Outkast, Busta Rhymes, Ween, The
Bouncing Souls and Good Char-

lotte. This year LOCO has brought

groups such as Reel Big Fish, Tip-

ping Point and RxBandits (just to

name a few) to Livingston.
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LOCO Presents...



Battle of the Bands
57



TheMedium
Where does one start in talking

about The Medium? The Medium is a very

outspoken and free-spirited newspaper

printed weekly by Rutgers students who
are dedicated to the right to free speech.

Meetings are held on Livingston campus and

students can always look forward to picking

up a new issue every Wednesday. Spoofing

politics and entertainment, while using crude

humor and animation, The Medium shows

a different side of journalism. Although

this newspaper raises many eyebrows and

questions, The Medium has made itself

a home here at Rutgers University, and

especially on Livingston Campus.
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Amanda Nagy and Kate Black-Regan in the theatre

dressing room.

Tech day is always rough. However, we are all

brought together for the love of theatre, and have a

great time anticipating the final product.

Stage manager for "Working", Meghan Hoch, helps

J. P. McClowsky with his microphone.

Livingston Theatre
The Livingston Theatre Company is a theatre arts project of Livingston College and Rutgers Uni-

versity. Founded in the fall of 1998, the LTC provides quality and affordable theatre to the Rutgers

community.

Production Manager, Brian Offin, sits in

Audrey II with Meg Kendall.

From left to right: Working' Director, Evan

Schweitzer; Choreographer, Emily Murray;

Musical Director, Ashley Hartman.
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Company
Astudent-run organization,

the LTC's success depends

directly on the drive of its

members, who never cease to

come through. With the combined

efforts of the executive board,

general board, development and

marketing teams, and produc-

tion staff, this group is able to

put on four full-scale musicals

per year. In the past, Rutgers'

own premiere musical theatre

organization has brought us great

productions such as "Jeckyll and

Hyde," "Kiss me, Kate," and "A

Funny Thing Happened on the

Way to the Forum." The company
started off the first semester with

the dark, amazingly funny, "Little

Shop of Horrors," then changed

course with a grim and realistic

"Working", based on the book by

Studs Turkel. The second semes-

ter brought us "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown," and "Rag-

time," both of which are featured

on the following pages. The LTC
is about more than just theatre.

Many people have come to re-

gard the company as a family of

sorts. During a production, those

involved spend hours upon hours

together - rehearsing, building the

stage, creating the set, and revel-

ing in the finished product. The

LTC is open to students affiliated

with any Rutgers college. They

welcome students of all experience

levels, and there are ways to get

involved no matter what area of

theatrical production you may be

interested in.

Above: Ben Regan, poses with his leading lady, Jen

Cordiner, during a Saturday matinee of "Little Shop

of Horrors," his directorial debut. Below: The cast

of "Working."



Jennifer Horowitz as "Lucy."

Ken Goldstein and Huon Murray

shine as "Schroeder" and "Linus."

Above: The cast of "Ragtime"

Below: Andrew Wolf as good of

Charlie Brown.
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The LTC looks for-

ward to its 2006-2007 season

with four hit shows lined up.

Urinetown, Once on This

Island, Baby, and Cabaret

will follow the company's

precedent which was fist set

in 1998 with Joseph and the

Amazing Technicolor Dream-

coat. Bringing laughter, music

and entertainment to Liv-

ingston College and the rest

of the university is something

the company accomplishes

each season. Bravo!

Directed by Mickey

McGuire, "Ragtime"

became one of the

LTC's largest produc-

tions. With a cast of

over 30 actors and

actresses, the musical

ran for two weekends.

College Hall A, along

with B, were used

to welcome a larger

audience, and the

show's success serves

as a perfect example

of growth within

Livingston's unique

student activities.
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The Core - RLC
This past academic year has been a

landmarkfor90.3FMRLCTheCore.Camping
in Woodrow Mall overnight, the talented and

bright staff of student volunteers stayed up
until the early morning hours for a telethon

in support of the fantastic and very special

opportunities they have. The station works

constantly as a source of independent news,

community programming and underground

music to the Rutgers Community and

Piscataway area.

Located in the student center, The Core
is a place for organizations to announce their

events over the airwaves and for students

to practice communication and broadcast

journalism. Students discuss issues of

importance on air and expose their peers to

a wide variety of music. Since the start of the

new millennium, new equipment has been

secured for the studio, along with a reliable

FM signal, and 90.3 continues to broadcast

a multitude of entertaining shows. As part of

the Piscataway High School partnership, RLC
takes college radio to a new level, connecting

the community and the University for now
and the future.

From Left to Right: Stephen Yanick, Production

Director; Robert Drucker, Office Administrator;

Lisa Robinson, Chief Announcer.
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From Left to Right: General

Manager, Leah Peticolas; Lisa

Robinson; Promotions Director,

Brian Graber.

Below: Mike Robbins, Metal

Director, with Basil DeCambre, the

Public Affairs Director.

i f1
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Left: Permanent Special Guest on the "Knightspot",

Mark Scancarella.
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LPB's

RU All-Star Weekend
The Livingston Program

Board hosted the RU All-Star

Weekend on March 4th. The event

was another success that LPB was

able to add to the great year they

had in 2005-2006.

The events held included a 3-

on-3 tournament, a 3-point shoot-

out, and a dunk contest. Over

one-thousand dollars in prizes,

including water bottles, t-shirts,

and sports bags, were given to

participants and winners.

The RU All-Star Weekend
attracted quite a crowd and also

brought in some families from the

community.

Above: With a set up different from the normal, the 3-point

shoot-out was still successful!

Left: The Livingston College Recreation Center was packed with

a crowd of anxious particpants and spectators.
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Students-4-Students
Students-4-Students is a Livingston College Educational Opportunity Fund stu-

dent organization designed to enhance students' awareness of their civil responsibilities

and to increase leadership skills by engaging students in volunteer and co-sponsored

activities. Students-4-Students is dedicated to supporting the connection between the

Livingston College E.O.F. Program and the neighboring communities.

This connection enables the advancements of both the students and the local commu-
nities toward fostering partnerships with the

Rutgers University community. The objective of

the organization is to develop programs that will

stimulate, enhance and encourage a better under-

standing among the diverse ethnicities of stu-

dents. Programs such as the Lee National Denim
Day Drive, held in October, and a bowling social

were just two of the many ways S-4-S contributed

to the community

.

Above: Members of Students 4 Students are always

presenting new information to the Rutgers student body.
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Daytime Diversions

The Livingston Student

Center continuously finds ways to

entertain and show its appreciation

for its students. One of the great

ways they keep the students happy

is by providing random, unique

activities in the lobby. These

activities, which are referred to as

"Daytime Diversions," are held a

few times throughout each month.

Some of the special activities held

this year were Monkey Business,

Massage-On-The-Go, caramel

apples, a pyschic, Chocolate

Factory, and even a Create-A-Bear

Workshop.

Above: Many students waited on

line to meet with a tarot card reader.

Left:These gentleman had to con-

centrate on "Fun with Beads Day."
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Left: Delicious melted chocolate

at the Livingston Student Center.

4

Above: Adorable bears are stuffed and

dressed up.

Left: The Create-a-Bear was certainly a

Daytime Diversion to remember, drawing a

huge crowd of girls in between classes.
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DaytimeWildlifeDiversions
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Graduate Keith

Gottesman knows a

friendly personality

is just the way

to attract more

commuters to the

Student Center.
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The Livingston College Commuter Program

is truly one of the most unique group of students

in the community. They are committed to helping

each other throughout the year, enjoying each

other's company in the lounge and participating

in many of the same activities. Commuters make

the trip to Livingston, back and forth, every day,

even with rising gas prices. However, they don't

have to worry about gas money when they go on

the many trips the LCCP hosts throughout the

year. Whether it is a Yankee game, mini-golf, or

Broadway show, the commuters know what it

means to live a well-rounded college life (minus

the dorm room).

i

The Commuter

Lounge is just the

place to study,

relax, or just enjoy

yourself at one of the

commuter parties.



Commuter Organization

The Commuter Program sponsors

various activities devoted to the interests

of the commuter population of Livingston

College, with a fully staffed lounge in

the Student Center. Among the staff are

Commuter Undergraduate Advisors Keith

Gottesman, Evita Gutshetyn and Joanne

Spoganetz. They work hard to provide

the most in college resources and trips

to the Livingston commuter students.

In addition to events that take place in

the lounge, they also host a variety of

other events that also cater to the needs

of commuter students including musical

and sporting trips and free luncheons.
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Commuter Ti

& Activities
While constantly trying to

organize new activities and trips for the

commuter and Livingston community,

the Commuter Advisors keep their list of

fun events long. Coming up with new and
exciting ideas is part of everday work.

Every year they host trips to Broadway

plays like "Jersey Boys" and "Beauty

and the Beast," co-sponsor a Livingston

Super Bowl Party, and party in the lounge

with a welcome back party, Chinese New
Year celebration, a Hawaiian Day luau,

and much more.
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Commuter Lounge
The commuter lounge is a place that

many commuters have come to know as

their own little dorm room. Included in

the lounge is a television, kitchen with a

fridge and microwave, a water cooler and

of course, couches. As you first enter the

lounge, there is always laughter, debating

or activities taking place. It is a place

where one can meet new friends and enjoy

each others' company. You can plan what

classes to take and even find someone
in the class who needs to fulfill the same
requirement.

It is used for a varitey of purposes.

Whether it be a place to study, watch

television, play a board game or eat lunch,

the Commuter Lounge ensures the hard

working student a place to sit down and

relax.

so





Devoted to improving

itself, Livingston

College launched

the "Expand and
Evolve Campaign"

to improve the

Livingston Student

Center...



Seniors have seen Livingston evolve over their four

years. Each semester, the College becomes a better

place to live and learn.

Same places to eat,

Exciting people to see,

"Where you at,

Our loveable Double G?"

With everygraduating class, there arenewincoming

freshmen, ready for Livingston's unique classes and

organizations. Although changes are inevitable, it is

something not only Livingston campus deals with.

Schedules are different,

While buildings are installed,

Coke disappeared,

So Pepsi quickly called.

However, student life reflects certain talent and

personality which can only be found on Livingston.

What students learn and accomplish is significant.

One can expect,

Other campuses to explore,

Respect our taskforce,

What are we unifyingfor?

In reading this section, along with the rest of this

book, keep in mind Livingston's strength and ability

to grow. Students strive to make this College the

best it can be.

>ay in and day out,

students can be

found hanging out

with friends and

having a great time

across campus.



Livingston

Pride Week
At the start of each new academic

year, students celebrate the legacy of

Livingston in a variety of ways. The
carnival provides an all you can eat grill,

fun games, colorful prizes and great

music. Underclassmen were welcomed

with entertainment, poster sales and

an activities fair to encourage student

involvement in all of Livingston's

organizations. Livingston also kept the

victims of Hurricane Katrina in mind
when students donated money for their

benefit, before tossing a pie into the face

of a Dean. All in all, it is a great time of

year and a wonderful way to begin the

semester.
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Above: Graduate Advisor, Dave Hutnick, with

Dr. Tim Grimm, Assistant Dean and Director of the LSC.

Below: Rebecca McCourtney Balaban and Susan Romano,

Assistant Directors of Student Activities.

Student

Center
The Livingston Student Center sticks to its

mission of always working to provide and

manage the facilities, services and programs

of the College community. In order for or-

ganizations to function, the LSC provides

the necessary resources, complimenting their

goals and hosting their events.

Student activities engage not only the

Livingston community, but also those from

other campuses as well. They are designed

to encourage leadership, social responsibility

and critical thinking. The LSC is also identifi-

able with its very own Sbarro's Italian Eatery,

Dunkin' Donuts, The Rock Cafe, and a newly

designed game room with movie rentals.

Through all of its processes, the Student

Center especially creates an environment that

respects the diversity of our community and

maximizes the opportunities for growth and

development as individuals and in groups.



Livingston

Recreation

Center
The freshman fifteen has always been

something students were haunted by. The

Livingston Recreation Center is the perfect

place to go to in case you "surprisingly"

gained weight from an all-you-can-

eat dining hall or lack of exercise. The

Recreation Center is a great place to sweat

off the pounds or just stay fit. There are a

variety of machines ranging from brand-

new treadmills to various free weight and

cardio machines. For the individuals who
wish to stay fit as a team, there are group

and partner training sessions with an

athletic trainer or assistant to guide you in

a workout.
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lUyiingston

Intramurals
Across the site of Rutgers University there are

numerous athletic activities always taking place.

Whenyoutakeacloserlookattheindividualcampuses,

Livingston College offers a competitive, yet fun, list

of great sports activities for students to participate in

each week. The Livingston College Recreation Center

hosts volleyball, softball, basketball, football and

tennis games within their respective seasons. With

each intramural sport, students compete with good

sportsmanship, hoping they make it to the finals and

eventually the championship.
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Tillett

Dining Hall
Food is a central part to college life.

Whether it is grabbing a muffin from

takeout before your 8:00 a.m. class on

College Ave. or sitting down for a proper

meal, food is just something you have

to have. At Tillett Dining Hall, students

can always find something to satisfy

their hunger. One can choose among an

assortment of cereal, making your very

own delicious waffle, mixing a delicious

salad at Tillett's fresh deli, different types

of pizza, or even a vegan dish. During the

week there is made-to-order where you

can customize various dishes to suit you

own taste. For the sweet tooth there is also

a variety of desserts and ice cream flavors.

In addition to their being a wide

variety of food, there are many special

theme days. On these days the Tillett staff

decorate the dining hall for an Asian,

Mexican, or Soul feel. Once a year there is

even a seafood night with lobster and other

fine dishes. Even the pickiest eaters can

always find something to eat at Tillett!
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Rutgeij&

When it comes to transportation, Rutgers

is more than adequate. With five large

campuses and the potential for classes to

be on each of them, the need for a quick

ride is essential. Going from Livingston to

Douglass may have been a hassle for some,

but with the new Special Express, it's as easy

as ABC. Seven days a week, twenty-four

hours a day, Rutgers offers transportation

services that go from campus to campus.

Livingston even benefits with the LX,

helping students get from their residence

to College Avenue in five minutes flat.

To reflect on what you would wait to see

those cold winter mornings or late spring

evenings, see the caption above.

THE NEW "ABC's " ofRUTGERS:

A - College Ave. to Busch

B - Livingston to Busch

C - Commuter Parking Shuttle

EE - College Ave. to Cook/Douglass

F - Cook/Douglass to College Ave.

H - College Ave. to Busch

L - Livingston to College Ave.

LX - Livingston Express to College Ave.

REXB - Busch Express to Cook/Douglass

REXL - Livingston Express to Cook/Douglass



Caribbean Day
On April 29th, the Livingston Student Center

lawn featured one of its greatest annual events - the

WISO (West Indian Student Organization) Caribbean

Day 2006. At 2 PM sharp, hundreds of community

members took part in a day filled with fun and festivi-

ties.

This colorful affair featured a variety of events

geared towards bringing forth cultural awareness, ex-

panding on the Caribbean presence within the Rutgers

and local communities. Following the tradition of pre-

senting live reggae music, Caribbean Day showcased

Sizzla Kalonji, the crowned King of Jamaican reggae

himself, and added him to the roster of artists who
have performed. Artists who previously appeared at

this yearly celebration included Baby Cham, Mad Co-

bra, Red Rat, Mr. Vegas, and KMC to name a few.

JamDown Music Productions helped in bring-

ing in many of the guests. Claiming it would only cost

a few miles on their car, toll and gas, meant that food,

beverage and entertainment were absolutely free. For

five hours, students who attended were able to enjoy a

study break from finals, as well as experience a cultural

party that could only be found on Livingston Campus.

mm \
*
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Homecoming
In the 1994 "Scarlet Letter," the Rut-

gers College yearbook, it stated "All hopes

Rutgers had for a bowl bid quickly turned

to dust in the span of five games". Now,

eleven years later, The Knights are going to

Phoenix! The season started off with several

spectacular wins, including the 31-21 win

over Navy on Homecoming Weekend. For

the longest time, The Scarlet Knights have

wanted respect. Now, that they received

it, one can only speculate what the future
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RU Pageant
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Sonyae Covington (Left) was crowned

Queen with Keith Gottesman (Above)

as her King.

This year, the Livingston Program Board

pronounced Keith Gottesman and Sonyae Cov-

ington Mr. and Ms. Rutgers University. The
third annual pageant was held at College Hall in

the Livingston Student Center with five men and

five women candidates showcasing their talents

in front of a live audience. Although most of

them came from Livingston College, other col-

leges were represented as well. The candidates

went through a selection process two weeks prior,

during which they were interviewed. Those with

the most pronounced school spirit and greatest

involvement in the University were chosen to

compete. The pageant included a talent portion, a

formal wear competition and an interview con-

sisting of one question related to the University

and Rutgers culture. Alyssa Roberts, a Livings-

ton College senior and the LPB vice president,

was one of the main coordinators of the event.

She set up a new "fun segment" this year based

around self-expression. Candidates introduced

themselves to the crowd with visual art or design

to show an element of their personality. In addi-

tion, candidates ran out sporadically to excite the

crowd and answer the question, 'Why should I be

the next Mr. or Ms. RU?'" "Past shows have been

very successful," she said. The talent portion,

once again, served as a crowd favorite, with acts

such as monologues, singing and dancing.
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(Right) Students

camped across Voorhees

Mall in various styles of

tents, including the Na-

tive American tee-pee.
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Tent State

University ^4
Tent State University, beginning

at Rutgers in 2003, became a national

movement. TSU students and alumni

camped on the Voorhees Lawn on

the College Avenue campus for a full

week in April. Essentially, students

registered and took part in public tes-

timonials and daily assemblies speak-

ing out against the War in Iraq and

corporate welfare, which they believe

are favored over necessities such as

education. Believing education must

be a right and not a privilege, they set

up tents to symbolize displacement in

the attention given to state colleges.

The third annual "city" used

a variety of tactics to help students

reach representatives on the state

and national levels. They generated

thousands of phone calls urging leg-

islators to oppose tuition hikes and

cuts in funding for higher education.

Furthermore, TSU has also become
the longest annual culture, arts and

music festival in the state. Each night

a variety of entertainment takes place.

Performances by local bands, poets,

dancers and singers are a major part

of Tent State's mission.

By its third year, TSU spread

from Rutgers across the country. It is

currently at about twenty campuses

in all regions of the country includ-

ing California, Texas, Missouri, North

Carolina, New York and more.
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Springfest

Livingston's biggest annual event returned

bigger and better than ever on April 22, 2006. The

80s themed Springfest drew not only university

students, but also prospective students. With the

grill constantly hot, all the great food and events

were free for guests who made their way over to

the Livingston Recreation Center. Hundreds of

games and activities were presented by different

student organizations, including an inflatable box-

ing ring, maze and jousting arena, students partied

from morning to late afternoon. However, the

carnival attractions were just one part of an entire

day filled with entertainment.
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Springfest Welcomes...
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With the LRC packed with Rutgers students, the university hosted

arguably the best rock show in its history. Big City Rock, the winner of

LOCO's Battle of the Bands, performed cult hits like "All of the Above"

and "Sink." Phantom Planet kept the adrenaline going, especially when lead

singer Alex Greenwald jumped off stage and onto an inflatable jousting

ring. After getting back on stage, they finished the performance with their

modern classic "California" and an impressive cover of "Born to Run," a

respectful nod to New Jersey's own Bruce Springsteen. Last, but not least,

were the Ataris, who rocked Livingston campus with hits from their new-

est album, "So Long, Astoria." The rainy weather seemed trivial as all three

bands topped off an amazing day Livingston College will remember forever.

At the end of the day, Livingston students returned to their regularly

scheduled Saturday, preparing for exams and looking forward to the ap-

proaching summer break.

THE ATARIS



Rutgersfest marks the day when arguably

every student parties from afternoon until

night, and maybe the next morning as well.

The Busch Recreational Fields hosted hun-

dreds of students with a long list of carnival

attractions. Sumo suits, gladiator jousting,

an obstacle course, a rock climbing wall,

caricature artists, Sandy Candy, dog tags,

photo key chains, airbrush tattoos and an

awesome DJ were just a handful of things

to do this year at Rutgers' biggest event. In

case students were hungry, Rutgersfest was

prepared to cater to everyone's taste with

an extended selection of traditional carnival

vendors. Guests were optioned with Funnel

Cakes, Shish Kabob, Cheese Steaks, Chili

Dogs, Fried Twinkies and Oreos, Spinach

Pie, Gyros, Smoothies and Dippin' Dots.

Throughout the day-long event, famous art-

ists and musicians provided one of the most

unforgettable concerts to ever be performed

at the university. The rock band, OK Go
was followed by Ginuwine and Common,
keeping the party alive and going, with the

lawns of Busch Campus packed.
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Ag-Field Day
Hundreds of guests flocked to Cook Campus at the end of the year to join the

Animal Science Department, in cooperation with the Society of Animal Science,

for a day of traditional farm fun. The 35th Annual Ag-Field Day Animal Shows
featured students exhibiting dairy cattle, goats, horses, pigs and sheep.

While touring the farm and visiting agricultural displays, children and

adults took advantage of the fair by participating in contests and activities. In ad-

dition, t-shirts and various gifts were sold, along with food and beverages, to help

fundraise for future Cook College organizational events.
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New Jersey Folk Festival

i

The New Jersey Folk Festival was also a major part of the day's events. While meeting

alumni leaders, guests enjoyed various concerts and craft demonstrations. Most of all, they

were able to witness all of the progress students made throughout the semester in their

environmental studies. Presentations were made in plant biology, nutrition, marine and

coastal science, and entomology (the study of insects). These are just a few of the many
highlights of Cook College's biggest annual event. We look forward to next year when en-

tertainment is brought together with the best environmental learning experience possible.
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<**Dalai

Lama
With humility, humor, and a message of

compassion, the Dalai Lama of Tibet delivered the

lecture 'Peace, War and Reconciliation' on Septem-

ber 25th at Rutgers Stadium. Tenzin Gyatso drew

an enormous crowd of spectators and listeners. A
1989 Nobel Prize Winner, the Dalai Lama was quite

modest about his skills and international respect.

Rutgers president Richard L. McCormick presented

the 1 4th Dalai Lama with an honorary Doctor of

Humane Letters degree. Following his lecture, the

Dalai Lama held a question-and-answer session,

addressing issues of global conflict, religion, and ter-

rorism. Even though he addressed world wide issues,

he made his lesson something everyone can relate to

and understand. This event was historic for Rutgers

University, and a highlight of the year.



"Another turning point,

a fork stuck in the road,

Time grabs you by the wrist,

directs you where to go,

So make the best of this

test, and don't ask why.

It's not a question, but a les-

son learned in time..."

- Green Day



As your life changes course, so will the plac-

es you go and faces you see. Graduation signifies

an end, but rest assured it is also a new beginning.

Your college career at Livingston may have come

to an end, but it will always be remembered as an

important part of your life. With the diploma in

hand, we recall all of our accomplishments which

helped get us to this very moment. Even though

college is sometimes viewed as the best four years

of our lives, we must not forget our hopes and

dreams which become a reality after we leave

campus for the last time.

Graduation measures how far we've come,

while helping us remember the places and faces

which have changed throughout our lifetime. No

one can take that away, no matter what happens

in the future.

Congratulations, Class of 2005!

You will be missed.
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Magdala Blezin Keith Bohns Robert Bonner Anthony Borbely

Tia Brown Mariell Buquet Davelle Bynum Michael Caceres

"In the path ofour happiness shall wefind the

learningfor which we have chosen this lifetime.

"

~ Richard Bach

. J
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Daniel Cenzano Neuris Chalas Jennifer Charles Jeeyoon Chong

Valerie Chu

Charles Copeland

Peter Clark Pamela Coleman

Joel Corriero Lora Cosio

Chanel Compton

Glenn Cruser

"I don't measure a man's success by how high

he climbs but how high he bounces when he hits

bottom.

"

General George S. Patton
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SENIOR CLASS Q6

Jennifer Cuellar Lauriebeth D'amico Astride Dagene Matthew Daubert

Samantha Davis Cara Di Falco Oliver Doclosen Brian Doyle

Anita Dsouza Rachel Dukes Sean Dunne Jennifer Eklof

"Success is the ability to gofromfailure tofailure

without losing your enthusiasm.

"

~ Sir Winston Churchill
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David Gabel Yoshidaira Garcia Brian Garrett Ashley Giffin

Kevin Gill Adam Gold Yazmin Gomez Keith Gottesman

"Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could. Some
blunders and absurdities no doubt crept in; forget them as soon as you can.

Tomorrow is a new day; begin it well and serenely and with too high a

spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense.

"

~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Jennifer Lynne Harris Peter Hekl Gregg Helfman Valerie Henn

"The challenge is not to manage time, but to

manage ourselves.

"

~ Steven Covey
)
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Roxanna Izaguirre Jaime Jan Katherine Jimenez Stacy John

v
Cassandra Johnson Kailise Johnson Chawanda Jones Rikita Kadakia

"Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. The

world owes you nothing. It was herefirst.

"

~ Mark Twain
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SENIOR CLASS 06

Melanie Kelley Aingyea Kellom Charysse Kennedy Sara Khan

Yana Khashper Rachel Khatinsky Bong-hwan Kim So Kim

A J
Wynette Knight Areum Ko Katarzyna Komosinski Michael La Vorgna

"Talent is cheaper than table salt. What separates the talented

individualfrom the successful one is a lot ofhard work.

"

~ Stephen King
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Nour-eddin Labiad Justin Lang Jonathan Langley

Christina Lazare Karen Lee Rosa Lee

i

till II MY//

Himabindu Lanka

Taesik Lee
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Michael Lefkowitz Cindy Leon Adam Lerner Erica Lipari

Sarah Lombard Joseph Lombardo Natasha Lopes Jonathan Lopez

Cassandra Lovejoy Jillann Maccarone Torsheika Maddox Nnenna Maduforo

"To think is easy. To act is hard. But the hardest

thing in the world is to act in accordance with

your thinking." „ Goethe



Michael Mahoney

Alana Mantovani

Christine Malita Anna Maria Maltabes

IT
>

Ken Martin Tony Martin

Christine Mann

Dayna Martinovic

Paul Masso Steven Mccutcheon Lokesh Mehta Andrew Mirisis

"To those ofyou who received honors, awards and distinctions, I

say well done. And to the C students, I say you too may one day be

President of the United States."

~ George W. Bush
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Gabriella Osmak Cigdem Owen Jeffrey Paolini Kshamata Parikh

Andrea Parsley Ankita Patel Jital Patel Sargam Patel

r

"It is wise to keep in mind that neither success

norfailure is everfinal. "
I

~ Roger Babson
V
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SENIOR CLASS Q6

Maylen Peguero

Sabrina Plitt

Jadira Quevedo

Alexis Perry Joseph Petrsoric Keron Piper

Brian Poirson James Prister Amy Protano

Bradley Quick Daniel Rafanan David Raia

"A leader is a dealer in hope.

"

~ Napoleon Bonaparte
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Brian Requejo Erica Rifon Michael Rivas Alyssa Roberts

Michael Rowan Dana Ryan Jenna Sabatini Ally Sabeela

"You are educated. Your certification is in your degree. You may
think of it as the ticket to the good life. Let me ask you to think of
an alternative. Think of it as your ticket to change the world."

~ Tom Brokaw
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Talal Sarwani

Jenna Schultz

Alia Short

SENIOR CLASS Q6

Krista Schack Sara Schneider

Raj Shah Dwayne Sheppard

Alyssa Simmonds Joseph Spinelli

Jonell Schneit

Benjamin Sheredos

Liliya Steidle

"Only one man in a thousand is a leader ofmen
— the other 999follow women.

"

~ Groucho Marx
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SENIOR CLASS 06
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Michael Stroppa David Strulovitz Justin Sudlow Carrie Sullivan

Michael Sullivan Bethia Thomas David Timpanaro Elizabeth Tomacruz

4&
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Jacqueline Tomko Allison Tyler Sasha Tyndale Brett Utnick

Michael Vallone Nina Vanwright

Kedar Vin Christophe Wallin

» 0

Anaely Vazquez

Valerie Watson

Fabiola Villada

Amanda Wehner

"The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet."

~ Aristotle
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SENIOR CLASS Q6

Daneen Whinna Erik Wiklund Dioscia Williams Melody Williams

Odette Williams Rachel Wilson Paul Wiminer Michael Winters

Michael Wisniewski Mahogany Woodland Joanna Wozniczka Tiffany Yang

"The tassel's worth the hassle!"

Author Unknown
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The Dean's Awards Banquet honors Livingston

College Students who have excelled academically and

those who have contributed exceptional services to the

College.

Award recipients have been nominated by the

College Staff. Selection for an award, in any of the cat-

egories for academic or service achievement awards,

yields one point for the nominee. Points are accumu-

lated over the term of a student's enrollement, and as

more points are gained, individuals become eligible

for specific awards. Bronze, Silver and Gold Livingston

College pins are awarded to students who receive one

point, three points and five points respectively.

The Awards Committee was led by Robin H.

Diamond, Chair; Tim Grimm, Co-chair; Terri Goda,

Sue Beaudrow, Vanessa Chiaramonte, Arlene Miller,

and Anne Zimmerman.



Platinum Knights
JENNA SABATINI
Academic Acievement Award
and

The Lynne M. Kellermann

Memorial Award
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TONY MARTIN
Judicial Review Board



EVITA GUTSHTEYN, JENNA SABATINI, BRIAN OFFIN,
KEITH GOTTESMAN, CHARYSSE KENNEDY,
DANIELLE HAIRSTON, ANNY FERNANDEZ,

MICHELLE WEBER
Peer Academic Advocates



I

ANAELY VASQUEZ
EOF Program Student Employee
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VALERIE CHU, TRACI HATCHER,
BRIAN OFFIN, JENNA SABATINI

Tour Guides

1
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ALYSSON ROBERTS, TONY MARTIN, EVITA GUTSHTEYN,
KEITH GOTTESMAN, BRIAN OFFIN, SAMANTHA DAVIS

Student Center Governing Board



SENIOR CLASS Q6

CATHERINE BRACALIELLO, DAVID CHRISTENSEN,
MARIA CORDERO, ANNY FERNANDEZ, DANIEL FLEISH,

ELIZABETH FOREMAN, EMILY HAWRYLKO, KEVIN IMPELLIZERI,
STACY JOHN, CASSANDRA LOVEJOY, JESSICA MARTILOTTO,

STEPHEN OCONE, JUSTIN RAFFERTY, MALAKA REFAI,

JENNA SABATINI, NINA WILSON, PAUL WIMMER
Phi Beta Kappa
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KERON PIPER, CHRISTINA KING, TORSHEIKA MADDOX,
OMOROGIUWAO IGIEHON, ANNA FERNANDEZ, VALERIE CHU,

AMANDA WEHNER
Resident Life Advisors
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BRIAN OFFIN, GREGORY F. MOSCETTI, ALYSSA ROBERTS,
TRACI HATCHER, TONY MARTIN, JENNA SABATINI, MARICELA

CARRERA, VALERIE CHU, ANNY FERNANDEZ
Who's Who
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MICHAEL LEFKOWITZ, CHRISTINA KING, JASON HYNDMAN,
DANIELLE HAIRSTON

James Dickson Carr Scholars



SENIOR CLASS Q6

CHRISTINA KING, TORSHEIKA MADDOX, JENNA SABATINI, IDARA
INYANG, CHRISTINA LAZARE, BRAIN OFFIN, KEITH GOTTESMAN,
SAMANTHA DAVIS, OMOROGIUWAO IGIEHON, TRACI HATCHER

Welcome Week
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CASSANDRA LOVEJOY, CHRISTINA KING,
CATHERINE BRACALIELLO, JASON HYNDMAN,

JENNA SABATINI
Honors Program Seniors
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SENIOR CLASS Q6

Dean's List:
Imuetinyan Agidigbi

Lauren Amato

Laurie Andrews

Justine Arthur

Jack Austin

Joshua Beil

Magda Bertalan

William Bowers

Catherine Bracaliello

Sabrena Cambell

Cassie Careli

Yuk Chiu Chan

Jennifer Charles

Lauren Ciemnolonski

Maria Cordero

Milan Dalsania

Elizabeth Elevich

Joshua Falcone

Nicholas Fama

Anny Fernandez

Daniel Fleisch

Elizabeth Foreman

Lonza Halsey

Zacharie Harden

Emily Hawrylko

William Hummel

Kevin Impelizeri

Stacy John

Abhay Joshi

Charysse Kennedy

Rachel Khatinsky

Takashi Kumagai

Michael Lefkowitz

Chad Looker

Cassandra Lovejoy

Christine Mann

Stephen Ocone

Nathanial Odell

Christopher O'Neill

Dennis Ouyang

Ronak Parikh

Kristina Peterson

Russel Pinto

Bradley Quick

Justin Rafferty

Usha Ramachandran

Malaka Refai

Jaime Reichardt

Ziheng Ren

Cesar Reyes Candelaria

Maria Ann Ribaudo

Elsa Rivera

Matthew Rolleri

Joel Rovner

Michael Rowan

Jenna Sabatini

Helene Sakkal

Christopher Sartori

Thomas Schiavo

Ji Hye Seo

Stephanie Seppy

Rebecca Shata

Benjamin Sheredos

Alia Short

Sheldon Soper

Jeanette Susino

Bethia Thomas

Joe Varughese

Divya Verma

Eae Wang

Michelle Weber

Amanda Wehner

Christine Wetzel

David Whitman

Odette Williams

Paul Wimmer

Dana Winchock

Harlan Zababck

Constantinos Zackhedos

Elizabeth Zalarick
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The LSCs
End of the Year BBQ

With the weather warming up and the semester coming

to an end, the Livingston Student Center celebrated their an-

nual Backyard Bash with its hardworking employees. Brian

Offin blasted music while Dr. Grimm worked the barbecue.

With a friendly game of baseball, free food, ice cream and

plenty of prizes for everyone, students enjoyed one last event

before studying for their approaching finals. Also, many of

Livingston's organizations were recognized for their achieve-

ments and received awards. Like every year, it was a blast.
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